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German philosopher’s remark, “He who has a why to live can bear almost
any how”. Yes, a meaning or a purpose in one’s life, which can defy all head
level explanations.
What is the meaning or the purpose of our life? What do we pursue
in life? Answers to such enquiries can throw light upon our understanding.
We shall do well to connect with the great minds of our race. Listen to Marie
Curie when she says, “Nothing in life is to be feared, it is only to be understood.
Now is the time to understand more, so that we may fear less”. Yes, now is
the time to understand more, so that we may fear less. Fear often withholds
our initiatives. We fear to venture into the unknown. Aren’t they true? In The
Bible we hear that reassuring voice, “Do not fear, for I am with you, do not
be afraid, for I am your God” (Isaiah 41:10). Again we hear Jesus say, “Do
not fear those who kill the body but cannot kill the soul; rather fear him who
can destroy both soul and body in hell” (Matthew 10:28). And yet again hear
Jesus say, “For what will it profit a man to gain the whole world but lose his
life?” (Mark 8:36). Are not these words true in the lives of countless number
of people who have lived on earth before us?
In the words of Martin Luther King Jr. “Life’s most persistent and
urgent question is, ‘What are you doing for others?’”. If one’s purpose in life
is to do good to the others he/she shall see the land of life. On the contrary if
one does evil to the others he/she shall enter the land of death. Listen to the
words of Leonardo de Vinci, “As a well-spent day brings happy sleep, so a
life well spent brings happy death”. “Love”, says Erich Fromm the renowned
psychoanalyst, “is the only satisfactory answer to the problem of human
existence”. His book “The Art of Loving” makes an excellent reading. Another
lovely book to read now is Rick Warren’s “The Purpose Driven Life: What on
Earth am I Here for?”.

R E C T O R ’S
message
Fr K. L. George, SJ

“The heart has its reasons which reason knows nothing of ... We know
the truth not only by the reason, but by the heart” observed Blaise Pascal
the French mathematician, physicist, writer and Catholic theologian. And
hence the expressions, ‘an emotional mind set’ and ‘an understanding heart’.
How many natural and human calamities does a person live through in his
or her lifetime? Despite all the inexplicable tragedies, the human spirit is not
defeated. Therefore it’s good to ask ourselves, ‘why’ and ‘how’ is it possible?
The search might reveal a mystery to us which escapes our intellectual or
rational understanding. There has to be a reason which reason does not
understand.
At present all of us are going through a time which is incomprehensible
to an average mind. We experience disturbances in nature, in economy,
in politics and in so many other areas of our life. There is dejection and
depression in our hearts and there is also a spirit of defiance and a will not
to accept defeat. People ask me why God does not listen to our prayers as
we go through the Covid-19 pandemic and to top it we have to experience
the life threatening cyclone. The forces of darkness continue to coexist with
the forces of light. There are no rational or intellectual explanations for all of
these issues. Perhaps an explanation may be found in Friedrich Nietzsche the
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other cultures. Many have developed special bonds with one another. Now
their sons do the same. NP is a place which allows every child to appreciate
the culture of other students. The bonds created at NP, grow steadily and
blossom all the way as each one ventures into the competitive world.
Let us all love and feel proud of our cultures. It is people’s experience
that one would not know the significance of things unless they are taken away

Fr Leo Alphonse Raj, SJ

The beauty of
the world
lies in the

We wish and hope that the cyclone in West Bengal / Bangladesh has
not adversely affected those of you who live where it had blown. We are deeply
concerned about your safety and well being. And we pray to the Almighty for
you, those who might have been affected. Hundreds, perhaps thousands, are
affected and let us reach out to them in whatever way we can, to help them.
The world celebrated the World Culture Day on 21st May. The day reminds
us that we are not islands. We are not frogs in the well. It is said that when
someone experiences joy or sadness in one corner of the world, every other
person in the rest of the world is affected by it. We need to grow by appreciating
others and their cultures. We might look different. We might speak different
languages and our patterns of behaviours and the way we do thing might
be different. But we are interconnected. We are all united on one common
ground that we share together, the world. We have always lived together
respecting one another. We need diverse cultures to enhance our own culture
because every culture is unique.
Over the past 132 years North Point has had many students from
different countries who shared the long history of their different cultures.
Every North Pointer has grown over the years by imbibing what are best in

diversity
of its people

from that person. The education that we try and impart at NP should enable
us to overcome poverty and ignorance. The education also should help us to
lead a life in accord with what we sing in the School chorus, “we’ll stand, boys,
like men to each other, as onwards through life we go.” I truly believe that this
young and brave generation will, in future, bring about great changes and
make the world a better place for every person.
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THE GENTLE HANDS
ODE TO LOCKDOWN

poem by Lt. Col. Sd bhutia
Father of Tenzing Norsang Bhutia (7 D)

poem by Mrs. Nimu Sherpa
Mother of Sreejan Rai (3 B)
We lived in the world of hustle and bustle,
Till an unwelcomed guest came silent and subtle,
Which changed the pace of life we lived,
And intervene us in the way we think,
But it’s a mighty God’s plan I believe,
To watch our actions and to think and rethink.
We slept in one world and woke up in another,
Where lanes are clean and sky is clearer,
No school, no lunch or hurry to catch school bus,
Nor piles of work waiting each day for us,
But it’s a mighty God’s plan I believe,
Wishing us to spend moments we missed quite often.
We planned a new world and walked into another,
Which taught us all plans won’t work together,
Giving us chance to create a better world,
Each living being having equal share in order,
And it’s a mighty God’s plan I believe,
To avail space for lives being extinct.
We have seen world with crimes and pollution,
Which taught us it’s time for salvation,
We witnessed man with greater pride,
Falling down as insects in his own eyes,
And its mighty God’s plan I believe,
To preserve goodness in the world we live.

HAPPINESS
article by Mrs Priya Rai
Mother of Sesehang Nembang (6 B)
Somebody has rightly said - “It does not take a
costly and big reason to celebrate the little happiness
of life.” I have realized this truly now …. at present
…. in this pandemic. Earlier I used to lay down few
conditions for myself fulfilling which I thought would
bring happiness in my life and the life of my near and
dear ones. This pandemic has taught us …. taught me
to slow down, go with the flow and live one day at a
time. The greatest teacher of our life is “LIFE” itself. It is
giving us ample time to look within ourselves, making us
realize the value of life and somehow encouraging us to
be good to everyone and everything. In this lockdown,
I got and am still getting ample time to find myself
and what I truly want. I am ecstatic to see my children
making the bed, sleeping peacefully at night, getting up

cheerfully in the morning, folding clothes, trying to do
dishes sometimes, learning to put on and put off the
gas, doing their homework all by themselves (including
the mistakes they make and the corrections that they
do later), not getting scared of coronavirus anymore
and not forgetting the prayer which I had taught them
when they were toddlers.
I consider myself a HAPPY MOTHER and will
continue to do so if my children live their life to the
fullest and practice each and every word that is there in
the prayer that I had taught them which is “THANK YOU
GOD FOR EVERYTHING I LOVE YOU GOD.”
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Done by
Mrs. Mala Banerjee
Mother of Rudra Banerjee (3 C)
Ask any mother what is the most challenging task during lockdown
and the spontaneous answer will be, keeping children occupied.
Though assignments take up a chunk of the time, the ever active and
inquisitive minds constantly keep looking for new activities. With most
of the houses in present day Darjeeling having no empty spaces and with
monsoons knocking on the door, indoor activity is the only option. If it is
no activities, it is hunger. It seems children are round the clock hungry in
confinement. Very little exercise and too much of snacking is not a sound
option, hence they have to be fed constantly with new ideas.
My son loves handicrafts. He is not much of a help but the twinkle
in his eyes and excitement in his voice is reason enough for me to attempt
making them.Rudra loves cuckoo clocks and I decided to gift him a cuckoo
clock wall hanging.
This wall hanging is made using an empty bottle, a gunny bag, a
cardboard piece and adhesive.
The biggest challenge was to get the material together in this lockdown. I
nearly ran out of adhesive. I ran out of jute ropes and had to pull them out
from the gunny sacks that were there at home.

Artwork done by
Mr. Pravat M. Titu
Father of Elston Mukhia Titus (3 B)
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TENDING THE SOURCE
poem by Mr. Debasish Das
Father of Nisad Das (8 C)

ACCLIMATIZED - A Novel Life

Never to forget, we are merely channeling
the energy and can never become the source

article by Mr. Ashish Subba
Father of Vibhuti Hang Subba (10 B)

The skyline is further moved
That is what I see,
The air I breath is crisp & crude
Cause this is flowing free.
It soothes me but I don’t really know
If all these may mean good,
When I think of those who roughly toe
Turn sick with germ so rude.
The puzzle that life has thrown at us
What manner it be addressed,
Live it through and see it pass
Is all that we are pressed.
Seek a way out by following norm
That’s what lay in our hand,
But keep the heart kind and warm
As we all are written on sand.
When we are here and hold it dear
Dive deep and stretch far wide,
Think life is all for us to cheer
Never mind the sea for tide.
And when the ocean stares us back
Rocks and shakes the stake,
Minds us to our real check
Pointing where to brake.
All then stop and fear rise
Darkens what comes next,
Light within us bares all vice
Guides to what serves best.
This might be the point in time
We ought to make things right,
Making choices sound and prime
Tending sources mending plight.

There is a saying “When Life Offers you a Lemon, make Lemonade
out of it”.
A sudden announcement of the ‘Nationwide Lockdown’
was a bolt from the blue, which made the hustle and bustle life
of every individual to a complete standstill. Everyone was seen
petrified, traumatized and utterly confused as the Pandemic
had engulfed the entire world and to comply with such stringent
measure was the only way out to combat the transmission of
the deadly virus. The very next day people found themselves
caged in between the four walls. None had ever imagined
living lives in this 21st century with so much of guidelines,
restrictions, gloved and masked looking like alien to each other
and the toughest one was maintaining the social distancing
with each other where we were so much accustomed to the
Get-togethers, ceremonies and gatherings which had been a
part of our daily routine and here we suddenly find ourselves in
a hostile situation.
As we, the human beings are social animals, adaptation
was the need of the hour, so we quickly acclimatised to the
new modified version of life. Involuntarily, the Handshakes
were replaced with more respected Namashkars and Adabs,
Chaotic rushing and crowding were streamlined to disciplined
queues, Health and Hygiene topped the priority list, Families
and Friends were more treasured than ever, Organic food
tasted more delicious than the Fast food, as a matter of fact we
were living a much disciplined and a civilized life and we found
ourselves re-connected to the Nature and the Nature smiled
back at us with the glimpse of the few majestic peaks.
Worships can also be done has been encapsulated. People
were more God fearing and started realising the value of LIFE
and importance of being alive for the beloved ones, soon
being healthy was more important than the stalks of money,
liquid money for survival was more valuable than the bank
balance, staying fit and fine was more regularly monitored than
the shares in Stock exchange, Indoor games like Ludo, Chess,
Chinese Checker appeared to be more intriguing and fascinating
than the NBA, IPL and EPL matches.
Moreover, people got abundant time to care and pamper
oneself and the buried talents soon surfaced and people were
engrossed in activities like singing, dancing, gardening, reading,
cooking etc. Along with it a sense of Care, Concern and Empathy
were exhibited by individuals, organisations, Associations,
Schools, NGOs which clearly indicated the message of “Service
to Mankind is service to God”.
Is this an Eye-opener for the entire Human race? Is this
the message to us that we have tried to be more supreme than
the Creator? Have we become more self-centric? Is this the
beginning of the End? Is this the New Normal? …. Well many
questions are better not answered.
However, knowingly or unknowingly, we have adapted the
New pattern of life- life of Caring, Loving, Charitable, Natureloving, so forth and so on – making Lemonade out of lemons
offered to us.

OH MOTHER
poem by Mrs. Sujata Lama
Mother of Aayush Rai (3 C)
You gave birth to me,
You brought me into this world,
“Mother” is the first word I uttered,
You held my hands and helped me to walk.
Oh! Dear Mother
You taught me to learn,
You taught me to speak.
You nursed me when I was sick and too weak,
Oh! Dear Mother
Oh! Dear Mother, You are the best friend,
But I don’t know about the rest,
If you were not there to guide me, My life
wouldn’t be such a glee.
Because of you I am here today, You gave me
support in every way,
You guided me when I was wrong, Oh! Dear
Mother
I cannot repay for it,
For I am your little kid,
You gave me everything what I need,
Oh! Dear Mother, I thank thee for the best
guidance you have given me.
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Artwork done by

Artwork done by

Mrs. Manju Pareek
Mother of Agastya Pareek (5 C)

Mrs. Sushma Pradhan Student’s
Mother of Sabhyaa Pradhan (10 C)

Artwork done by

Artwork done by

Mr. Amar Sharma
Father of Abhinay Sharma (7 A)

Mr. Karma Tshering
Father of Tenzing Palsten Bhutia (3 B)

Artwork done by
Mr. Suman Gazmer
Father of Awanish Gazmer
(12 Science)
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SOMETHING PRACTICAL AND HONEST

SURVIVING AND EMERGING
RESILIENT IN THE NEW NORMAL.

article by Dr Sharad C Rai (Ex North Pointer 1984)
Father of Aakarshan Rai (6 A).

article by Mr. Samden Lama
Father of Asher Dorjay Lama (6 A).

With the daily alarming increase in the infection rate and the death
rate around ones neighborhood and the world due to COVID 19, finally
something practical and honest thoughts to ponder upon.
We will have to live with COVID 19 for months or even years to come
unless and until effective vaccines are developed. Let’s not panic and make
our lives useless. Instead let’s adapt and learn to live with this fact.
Washing hands and maintaining a two-meter physical distance is the
best method for our protection.
One can’t destroy COVID 19 viruses that have infected a person by just
drinking gallons of hot water, disinfectant or injecting disinfectant into the
body.
If we don’t have a COVID 19 patient at home, there’s no need to
disinfect the house.
COVID 19 is not a food infection. It is associated with drops of infection
like the flu. There is no demonstrated risk that COVID 19 is transmitted by
ordering food, you need not worry about your food order.
Packaged cargo, gas pumps, shopping carts and ATMs do not cause
infection. Wash your hands, live your life as usual.
You can lose your sense of smell with a lot of allergies and viral
infections. This is only a non-specific symptom of COVID 19.
The COVID 19 virus doesn’t hang in the air. This is a respiratory
droplet infection that requires close contact. The air is clean you can walk
through the garden/parks (maintaining social distance).
It is sufficient to use normal soap against COVID 19, not antibacterial
soap. This is a virus, not bacteria.
The chances of bringing COVID 19 home with your shoes is like being
struck by lightning twice in a day. Once at home you don’t need to change
your clothes urgently and go shower.
You can’t be protected from the virus by taking vinegar, sugarcane juice and
ginger/garlic. These are for immunity not a cure.
Wearing a mask for long period interferes with breathing and oxygen
level. Wear it only in crowded area. Care should be taken to remove and
discard the worn mask properly.
Wearing gloves is also a bad idea. Viruses can accumulate into the
gloves and be easily transmitted when you touch the face. Better just to wash
your hands regularly.
Immunity is greatly weakened by always staying in a sterile
environment of HOME. Even if you eat immunity boosting foods, one needs
to go out of your house regularly to any park/garden.
Immunity is increased by EXPOSURE TO PATHOGENS, not by sitting at
home and consuming fried/spicy/sugary food and aerated drinks.
Stay Alert and Stay SAFE with loved ones.

Amidst the early new academic session of my son,.. Asher’s preliminary
few weeks in school. Still reeling under a heavy bout and dosage of nostalgia
post an extended, gratifying overseas family holiday in the early week of
February this year, my son’s constant lament to me would be,.... “Appa, I wish
we had an extended holiday like the strike in 2017”.
I now eerily remind him to be careful to what, to be wishing for. He
nods with me with an uncomfortable approval.
Well, the Covid -19 pandemic has drastically altered the way of life as
we knew it cutting across all sections and strata of social, economic, intellectual
and demographics of society and the geographical global boundaries that
transcends us.
With the Corona Virus infections across the world and in our nation
gaining momentum and steam, every passing day and the escalating mounting
death toll. We still are currently vulnerable and in a precarious state of affairs, as
unlike, vis-a-vis a conventional warfare or even natural disasters where science
has advanced to sound out warnings and enable nations and governments to
deploy effective measures to mitigate collateral damage and to contain and
insulate the population. Unfortunately in this scenario we are currently still
fighting an “Invisible Enemy”. Where, in the global medical fraternity are still
not certain for discovering the new miracle medical vaccine/drug.
But with great adversity, hardship and challenges so does come
opportunity, character, and victory. I, personally saw and took a conscious
call to convert this global catastrophe to an opportunity and leverage this
extraordinary event etched in our memory to draw out the very best within
me.
We often take for granted the most valued relationships in our lives
owing to the “Business of our Lives”.
Family Family is paramount, and this department was something I, personally
consciously took a call to effectively address during this period. I took a call to
spend quality time with each member of my family who matter the most to
me, my parents, my wife- Payo, my children, - Asher and Eudon and my elder
sister Pema. I, generously invested my time in having deep and meaningful
conversations with each of them something that I, had not engaged in a very
long time. Taking long walks in the Happy Valley Tea estate with my wife and
children with the occasional dry picnic on the sprawling estate.
And today I, am but content that I, share more meaningful relationships,
empathise and relate better to each one of them than yesterday.
Me Time The second aspect was my “Me Time” as a businessman and an
entrepreneur my “Me Time“ was way back on the back burner. Reading had
been one of my most cherished “Me Time exercise“ but it unfortunately had
conveniently taken a back seat. I took the long quiet hours at home to read
some of the many new books and novels, I had kept beside my bed stand but
had never read. I could relish and savour some of the best biographies and
novels penned by some of the best eminent writers.
Food & Wellness With all the great food being cooked at home courtesy my wife Payo
and my mom, I was not getting any healthier but on the contrary increasing
my waist line. I took up to taking morning and evening walks steadfastly and
steadily graduated to running when the weather held up.
Accounts & Unfinished Business As a Businessmen we are only as “Good as our last Accounts”. I,
personally used to take a great pride in micro managing the accounts of my
business and having an in-depth knowledge of expenses and profits of my
various projects and sites. Yet, for over a year I, had not kept abreast with most
of the financials of my sites and projects. The extended Lock Down certainly
provided to my choosing, an opportunity for me to square up my pending
accounts for over a period of a year to be reconciled and closed. Burning the
midnight oil was extremely gratifying and certainly a welcome relief when the
accounts of the last site was reconciled.
For the Love of Cars and Motorcycle’s Motor Vehicle’s and Motorcycle’s have been my passion. This period
of an extended lockdown presented me the time to engage in some ample TLC
( Tender, Love & Care ) for my prized possessions and engaged in some pretty
serious washing, cleaning, polishing and detailing coupled with an extended
bout of elbow grease and sore backs.
My Individual Take on this PandemicEvery Individual is Different, We all have our individual distinct interests,
identities, priorities, genre and value systems. Where we find common ground
is in pushing the envelope and drawing the very best within us and in adding
Value to our personal lives and to that of our families, friends, and society at
large.
Every Adversity also presents a Great Opportunity too... As I, have
personally been on this journey many a times. I, would urge my north point
family brethren of school administrators, teachers, guardians, staff, support
staff, parents, and students to take this time to reflect, self assess our personal
situations, our hopes, dreams, aspirations, our goals...reassess our relationships
with our family, friends and the people who matter most in our lives and who
we take for granted most of the time.
To take stock, perspective, note, reflect, appreciate and count our
blessings and not our sorrows. To self introspect, evaluate, ponder, reassess
our personal goals and growth trajectories for the future and to take proactive
corrective measures to course- correct our deviations etc.
And when this is all but over, and it certainly will. We shall definitely
emerge from this situation as a humbler, better, wiser and resilient human
being first and then a better son, husband, father, brother and friend than
yesterday.

THE PAINFUL BLISS
poem by Mr. Satyen Lama
Father of Shreyam Lama (7 A).
Your morning cup of bliss
Starting your day
With the priceless aroma
Swaying the world away
Your relished sip
Your cherished flavor
Made with sweat and tears
At the pluckers expense
Rs 176(2$) a day
For plucking in
The mid day sun
The torrential rains
The killer chill
The biting frosts
All in all
With a wasted soul
A bonded body
A tormented mind
A hungry stomach
A pair of bruised bare hands
With unfading smile
And generations enslaved
This is the real bliss
Which is the blend of
The painful bliss

Take Care, Stay Safe, Stay Insulated & God Bless.
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Done by
Mrs. Soni Jha
Mother of Rishi Jha
(8 D)

Artwork done by

Artwork done by

Mrs. Changu Dukpa
Mother of Aradhya Hang Subba
(3 B)

Mrs. Prakriti Pradhan
Mother of Riddhiraj Thapa
(7 A)
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MOULDING MINDS

We couldn’t have found a more opportune time than the
situation we are in right now to do just this- be there for our
children. Hence if we, both teachers and parents work side by
side we will be able to do so much more for the children. We
need to be selfless in our giving, generous with our time, patient
in the trying moments and encouraging in the difficult times. Our
children deserve all this and more.
The philosopher George Santayana said it best when he said, “ A
child educated only at school is an uneducated child.” When both
parents and teachers, are inspired to facilitate learning, children
are the winners. Adult support may be the single most important
aspect of how children succeed in school and life. Let us be
that support today. Let us, both parents and teachers, become
“partners in education”.

article by Mrs Serina Sitling
Mother of Pravek P. Sitling (12 ‘Arts’)
Father of the Man
In my years of working with school children, I have learnt
to expect the unexpected, stretch the limits of my patience, play
wicked witch and fairy godmother-sometimes at the same time. I
have wiped runny noses and attended to bleeding knees. At times
my sanity has gone for a toss listening to the bizarre explanations
of the little ones and when I think I have heard it all, there is still
more craziness to go around. And while I adorn the role of the
educator with considerable elan, I realize that I still have so much
more to learn. Yes, the old adage rings true - “The child IS the
father of the man”
Ketchup Bottles and Canoes
Teaching like parenting, grows more challenging by the
day. In the days gone by, a few slaps to your kid’s bottom, like the
way you would coax the sauce out of a ketchup bottle, would get
them moving. We’ve come a long way since. Boys are no longer
like canoes in whom better behaviour is assured if paddled from
the rear.
And yet, I still believe that training a child to follow the
straight and narrow way is an easy task for both parents and
educators – all we have to do is lead the way. Children learn best
from examples -- precepts indeed are the quickest teachers. Most
often than not you will find that the ones who play truant, the
stragglers, the latecomer, the plain lazy and those with genuine
learning difficulties are the ones who actually have all our
attention. We believe that we must never give up on our children.
As educators we need to open doors for the children to places
they would not imagine. It really doesn’t matter how slowly a child
learns as long as we - teachers and parents together- encourage
them not to stop. This is where patience plays a pivotal role, a
quality that is most needed when it is exhausted. Like farmers, we
need to learn that we cannot sow and reap the same day.

Artwork done by
Mr. Sanjeev Thulung
Father of Yadid Thulung (7 D)

While academic excellence remains the prime goal in all
educational institutions, participation in competitive sports
and other programmes and events which will build leadership
skills and a sense of civic duty and service to the community
are encouraged. I feel the urgent need to stress on the fact that
while we push our children towards achieving higher scores in
the academic field we also need to let it be known that academic
excellence is not only the ability to score high grades but also
the ability to communicate well, adapt to changes, have the
willingness to share, be compassionate, to contribute to humanity
and most important of all to accept setbacks when it does happen.
As parents and educators we need to assure our children with the
truth that it is ok to make mistakes as long as we learn from them.
It is vital that we keep in mind that in education besides the IQ the
“I will” is more important. In a constantly changing world we need
to equip our children to adjust better to meet the challenges of
the day. In a world of “instants” from coffee to noodles -we must
let our children grow naturally.
The Greatest Institution of the World
This is where the “family” comes in for the home milieu
is the first school for the child. In fact, the greatest institution
in the world is the human family. As a gardener is responsible
for the products of his garden, so the family is responsible for
the character and conduct of its children. As I mentioned some
time ago, the best thing to spend on your children is your time.
We need to remember that children need strength to lean on,
a shoulder to cry on and an example to learn from. As a parent
myself, I am learning that it is better to teach the children the
roots of labour than to hand them the fruits of yours and that, if
your child knows how to be grateful then you have done your bit,
for I believe that gratitude is the most exquisite form of courtesy.
Let us not be ‘that’ parent who begins by giving in and ends with
giving up.

Artwork done by
Mrs. Prerna Pradhan
Mother of Arpan Pradhan (8 A)
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Artwork done by
Artwork done by

Mr. Subhrajit Chatterjee
Father of Siddhran Chatterjee (3 C)

Mrs. Shrenika Gurung
Mother of Vashishtha Gurung (7 B)

Artwork done by
Mr. Pranay Gurung
Father of Deep Darpan Gurung
(7 A)

Artwork done by
Mr. Tenjing Shampal Lama Bhutia
Father of Tenzin Donyod Bhutia
(8 A)
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Photography done by
Mr. Shailendra Raj Gurung
Father of Arvindra Raj Gurung
(6 D)

thank you
Dear Parents

For all your contributions.
This would otherwise have not been possible.

Editors
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Mother
Tongue
article by

Vedant Rai
11 ‘Science’

L

languages in the world. Each language represents a different
culture, a distinct identity. Each language has been shaped by
centuries of traditions. However, nearly two thousands of these
languages are spoken by less than a thousand speakers. These
languages are categorized as endangered languages. They face the
ultimate threat of going extinct, the culture it represents follows.
A community’s language and culture are intertwined together
such that one’s end often leads to the demise of the other as well.
A community’s centuries of history, folklore, traditions meet a
sombre end. Hence, preservation of languages is essential. From
the widely spoken Mandarin to the lesser known Swahili, every
mother tongue matters, for humanity. Our language and identity
form the pillars of who we are as an individual and as a society.
In an ever increasing globalised world a few languages
dominate human communications sidling many others. This
lingua franca’s undoubtedly preserve unity. This jeopardises the
significance of many mother tongues. But an individual’s mother
tongue serves another core purpose, his identity. This multicultural world has given rise to multi-linguals who are able to
command more than one language, but none are able to rival the
position of one’s mother tongue.
Our mother tongue resembles our culture, our heritage,
our identity and our pride. The languages we later earn may form
our persona, but the mother tongue remains our soul. A message
in a person’s mother tongue not only sends an impulse to his
brain, but invokes deep memories, touches upon his emotions
and reminds him of who he truly is. In a turbulent world where
we use the lingua franca’s to navigate our way, our mother tongue
is like a stubborn compass pointing home.

anguage breathes life into humanity. It is one of the greatest
attributes of man, capable of healing deep divisions and
also inflicting them. A polyglot may command many of these
languages but the tongue he is said to have learned in his mother’s
womb often remains the closest to his heart, his mother tongue.
Languages, like keys, unlock barriers between strangers, they
unlock the mind for seeking knowledge. But a person’s mother
tongue unlocks his heart. For it is the language that bridges us to
our inner identity culture and heritage.
As infants, we were sung to sleep by our mother’s lullaby
in our mothers tongue. The hushed tones and the loving words
make us fall into a deep slumber, into a sense of security, love
and belonging. Such is the impact of these first words that they
remain resonant in our minds long after we grow into adults.
Throughout the robust day with the haste and cacophony of daily
life, a sober note in one’s mother tongue is again able to strike
the same emotions of security, belonging and unconditional
love. The familiar and intimate feeling of being at home, such
that no language we learned later in our lives ever could. One of
the reasons being that we do not learn our mother tongue based
purely on intellect. We did not speak out our first words as “Mum”
or “Papa” by knowing their meaning but rather, our lips articulate
them out of love.
A sentence is not merely a sequence of symbols but
resembles the changing times of human culture. Every word
has its own origin and evolution, such that its original meaning
maybe radically different from its modern usage. When we speak
our mother tongue, we pay homage and continue this evolution
which we inherited from our ancestors. Each word and its usage
is formed, forged and shaped by the personal idiolects of our
forefathers, to always remind us of where we come from. We
eventually pass on this legacy onto our children and to unborn
eyes.
Languages represent cultures. When a language goes
extinct, the culture disappears. There are roughly six thousand
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he World No Tobacco Day (WNTD) is observed around the
world every year on 31st May. This yearly celebration informs
the public on the dangers of using tobacco, the evil business practices
of the tobacco companies, what that the World Health Organization
(WHO) is doing to fight the tobacco epidemic, and what people
around the world can do to claim their right to health and healthy
living and to protect their future generations.
The Member States of the World Health Organisation created
the World No Tobacco Day in 1987 to draw global attention to the
tobacco epidemic and the preventable death and disease it causes.
The day is further intended to draw attention to the widespread
prevalence of tobacco use and to its negative health effects which
currently lead to more than 8 million deaths each year worldwide,
including the 1.2 million deaths due to passive smoking, which
means the inhalation of fumes unintentionally from someone else
cigarette or cigar. In the past twenty-two years, the day has been
met with both enthusiasm and resistance around the globe from
governments, public health organisations, smokers and the tobacco
industry.
Tobacco is deadly in any form and threatens the lung
health of everyone exposed to it. Tobacco kills one person every 4
seconds. When tobacco smoke is inhaled, the structures that sweep
mucus and dirt out of your wind passages are paralysed, allowing
the poisonous substances to make their way into the lungs more
easily. Tobacco smoking is the most common cause of lung cancer.
Smokers are up to 22 times more likely to develop lung cancer in
their lifetime, compared to non-smokers. Non-smokers exposed to
passive smoking at home or in the workplace have a 30% higher
risk of developing lung cancers.
One in five smokers will develop Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD) in their lifetime, and almost 50% of
COPD deaths are attributable to smoking. In 2016 it was estimated
that over 251 million people in the world live with COPD, whose
main causative agent is tobacco and nicotine. Rarely do people talk
about nicotine, but it’s dangerous effects can be brought out from
the fact that nicotine is even more addictive than cocaine.
This year, the World No Tobacco day will focus on “protecting
the youth from industry manipulation and preventing them
from tobacco and nicotine use. According to WHO, the tobacco
industry must replace older quitting or dying smokes with younger
consumers. Because of this, marketing strategies are commonly
observed in places that will attract the youth such as cinema, the
Internet, billboards and magazines Studies conducted by the
WHO have shown that the more the youth are exposed to tobacco
advertising, the more likely they are to smoke. Internal industry
documents reveal in-depth research and calculated approaches

designed to attract a new generation of tobacco users.
The following are some industry tactics to attract younger
generations:
(1) Flavours appealing to children in smokeless tobacco, shisha and
e-cigarettes.
(2) Promotion of tobacco products and the distribution of free
samples at popular events for young people.
(3) Advertising and product placement on movies and television
shows and through social media platforms with paid influencers.
In these troubled time we must remember that COVID-19
preys on lungs while consuming tobacco products makes them
more vulnerable. The number of people killed each year by tobacco
will double over the next few decades unless urgent action is taken.
In more than half of the world, there is little accurate information
on the full scope the epidemic. The world spends 80 million dollars
daily on tobacco products, which further aggravates the problem
of poverty. But this dire future can be changed by the leaders of
governments and civil society. As the tobacco epidemic is entirely
manmade, the end of the tobacco epidemic must also be manmade.
We must act now.
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GAMING
An
Unfolding
Phenomenon
A R T I C L E

B Y

VISIST LOCHAN ROKA
1 2 ‘A R T S ’

T

his is about a multi-dynamistic and vigorous concept that
majority of the individuals are interconnected with almost
every day in their lives. It is something that helps us to disconnect
ourselves from the clutches of day to day bustle and reality, and
connect ourselves to the imaginative and fanciful universe. It
functions in an imperturbable manner helping the body and the
mind to procure tranquility and harmony. This concept is “Gaming”.
The multi-faceted tradition and culture of Gaming
commenced with something minute and began in monochrome like
most of the great moments do. The renowned Gaming corporation
of the mid-70s known as Atari developed a first-ever arcade game
on the idea of a simple-looking tennis simulator, a game called
“Pong”. It was a table tennis game featuring simple two-dimensional
graphics and was released in 1972.The players had to control an ingame paddle by moving it vertically across the left or right side of
the screen and bounce the ball from it side by side. It was so limited
and basic in its kind of function, yet curiously satisfying. I would
term the release of this game as the big bang of the Gaming industry
as it contains much of the same DNA as almost every game that
followed. This game was basically the brainchild of two underrated
game developers - Nolan Bushnell and Allan Alcorn. Without these
two legendary figures, there would be no video game industry at all.
Gaming has evolved over the decades from a technical
definition to a general concept of an entirely new class of interactive
entertainment.
A new media subculture formed by playing video games have
radically modernized and due to its popularity, they have had a great
significance on Popular Culture. This is evident because according
to a study, the average age of a video game player is found out be
31. The gender distribution of gamers is also reaching equilibrium
as of 2016 - 59% being male and 41% being female. The increasing
universality of Gaming has led to the emergence of Esports which is
a form of organized, multiplayer gaming competitions particularly
systematized between professional players, individuals or as teams.
Various games such as FIFA and Counter Strike organize these
Esport competitions which leads to action-packed stadiums.
Orthodox families in the present generation often frown
gaming as a venality to the brain. The real thing is that it is just
contrary to this belief. The majority of the people take up gaming as
a hobby but due to its tremendous growth, one can take it up as a
profession in order to earn a living.
Gaming moreover has created such an impact on various
streaming platforms all over the world such as Twitch and YouTube
as the gamers with any other hobby hone their skills by practicing
different strategies and dynamics and projecting their skills by
streaming in these platforms. Moreover, advancing through the
levels of games is designed to be challenging. This is where the
How-to videos on Gaming ranging from different walkthroughs

of the most difficult parts of a game to the tips and technique for
accumulating maximum score comes to play, which in itself is an
entire sub-genre.
There are abundant number of genres in Gaming. When an
individual plays an action game to which each one of us are familiar
with, like Call of Duty and Counter Strike, it trains the player’s brain
to make faster decisions without losing accuracy. In the present
modern-day context, it is mandatory for each and every individual
to move forward without sacrificing accuracy moreover it enables
the person to effectively judge what information should be stored
in his working memory and what can be discarded considering the
task at hand. Gaming has become an important institution to learn
the lessons that we must follow in our life.
Traveling back in time, history has long served as an
essential backdrop in the games like Assassins Creed whose storyline
centers on the pivotal times in History. From the Third Crusade of
Imperial China to the outskirts of the American Revolution to the
15th Century Italian Renaissance ancient, it traces all the prominent
landmark events in World History. Distinguished games such as
Ryse Son of Rome portrays the Holy Roman Empire during the
reign of Emperor Nero while the other remarkably great games like
God of War depicts Nordic Mythology in their franchise.
Various adventure games have been released. The most
prominent among all -Minecraft in 2011. These types of games
teach us how to manage the resources that are limited and decide
their best utilization. It provides individuals with unprecedented
opportunities for enhancing creativity, problem-solving selfdirection and many more. In the online versions, the players
constantly share their custom-made modifications, impressive
artwork, and their wiki entries leading to the enhancement of a new
culture. This culture encourages young people to explore their own
interpretation of ideas which motivates them to share the ideas with
their teammates.
Hence, there are an abounding number of Gaming genres
that not only enrich and augment our skills but also serves as an
apparatus for education, enhancing memory, decision making, focus
and competency among others that an individual must procure in
his lifetime. So why not we open our smartphones to complete a
few levels of Fruit Ninja and slash some fruits to relieve stress and
tension arising out of the news regarding the global pandemic. Why
not open our PlayStation and go for a venture in Assassins Creed to
visualize history? Why not we open our computers and go searching
for some diamonds in Minecraft in order to escape the grasp of the
current global tension.
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LO C K D OW N GAM E L I S T
compiled by Awanish Gazmer and Sayhan Fareedi Ahmed
Quarantine seems to drag on forever at the moment, so we put together a compilation of games that will make the hours seem like mere
seconds, and we hope this list, featuring lesser known independently developed games along with more familiar titles, will introduce you to
games that help you get through this.

PC or Console Games
1.
UNIVERSE SANDBOX 2
GENRE
SIMULATION
For lovers of space or simply enthusiasts in simulation games, Universe Sandbox 2 is a game that will mesmerise you with beautiful music in the background
as you simulate our solar system with an extra sun, or watch the effects of Earth having 100 moons. This game is extremely creative and free, and features
over a thousand different celestial objects. If you want to do more than just blow planets up, or create supernova explosions, the game also
features an in depth information system where you can view real time statistics of whatever simulation you run. Whether you play casually or as an invested
enthusiast, this game will impress anyone who plays it.

2.
CUPHEAD
GENRE
PLATFORMER / ACTION
At first glance, Cuphead looks like a children’s game from the 1920s. It is only after playing for a while that you realise that, a) video games did not exist in the
1920s, and b) this game is definitely harder than it seems. Developed independently, with frames that were painstakingly drawn one-by-one, this 2D platformer’s background work can definitely be experienced when you start playing it. Famous for being notoriously difficult, this game is an entire experience of
hardship and intensity, where you play as Cuphead or his brother Mugman, two utensils on a mission to repay a debt. This game is perfect for those looking
for something light-hearted but not simple, and will make sure to keep you on your toes in each and every level.

3.
WITCHER 3 - WILD HUNT
GENRE
OPEN WORLD ROLE-PLAYING

Where does one even start with the Witcher 3? After the immense success of its Netflix series, we thought we could also introduce you to its interactive version, which has recently hit its 5-year release anniversary. Originally based on Polish author Andrzej Sapkowski’s book series and developed by Polish video
game company CD Projekt Red, the Witcher 3 is the final instalment in the Witcher game trilogy. You play as Geralt of Rivia, a Witcher who hunts deadly
creatures for a living. Although the story is a continuation of the previous Witcher games, this game does not require in-depth knowledge of the story and
functions mostly as a standalone game: any prior knowledge required is provided by the characters themselves. The game features four, prominent, fully
explorable regions, a main story that revolves around a father’s love for his daughter, and side spinoff quests that are beautifully written and can be considered entire games by themselves. The game has a top notch combat system with dynamic controls, and the gameplay itself does not feel too rushed or slow:
something games released even today struggle with. The game features characters that rival ones in literature and film, and every decision you take has its
moral and ethical consequences on both the player and the story. The Witcher 3 overall is simply a masterpiece, brimming with tales of mystery and wonder,
darkness and light, and add the soundtrack created by recording actual Polish and Slavic folk instruments combined with an orchestral soundtrack, it simply
fully immerses you into its vast open world based on medieval kingdoms of war and strife. The Witcher 3, we feel, is a near perfect video game that we would
definitely want to recommend for anyone, be it inexperienced players or long time fans of playing entire experiences, and especially to those seeking new
adventures.
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4.
UNTITLED GOOSE GAME
GENRE
PUZZLE / STRATEGY

Yes, that is indeed the actual title of this game that is a completely unique take on what a video game should be like. As the title suggests, you literally play as
a goose on a mission. While official sources suggest it is a puzzle/strategy game, this does not do justice to its brilliance as a game. You’re in charge of most
aspects of this goose’s life, and the entire game revolves around you attracting people’s attention, stealing their items, and not getting caught. This is a very
fun light hearted game with hours of laughter and fun that we would highly recommend if you do not want to start anything serious.

5.
beamNG.drive
GENRE
SIMULATION / RACING

Saying it is a driving game doesn’t quite capture the true depth of this game. Featuring real-time physics and some of the highest quality realism seen in the
realm of simulators, this game perhaps is better known for its expansive possibilities, where you can watch a hyper-realistic simulation of what happens as
a car reaches uncontrollable speeds, or see how many speed bumps a professional sports car can handle at breakneck speeds. The game is very simple in
mechanics and controls, running just like a regular driving simulator, and what really makes it special is its realism and attention to detail.

6.
GTA V
GENRE
OPEN WORLD ROLE-PLAYING
The latest of the illustrious Grand Theft Auto Franchise, GTA V is an epitome of game detail and sophistication. The game’s fictional city, Los Santos is an
aesthetically accurate representation of Los Angeles; pair it with the Blaine County and you get a remarkable portrayal of the American being. The story revolves around the debaucherous lives of the three protagonists – a mid-life crisis shadowed Michael de Santa, a thrill-seeker Franklin Clinton and a maniac
with anger issues, Trevor Philips. Besides the classic thrilling GTA missions and the story-progressing heists, the astounding attention to detail in the game
design is what makes GTA V so remarkable. Drive your sports car on the Los Santos Freeway with a mesmerising sunset in the Pacific and pleasant country
music in the background; or go for a hike on Mount Chiliad for a spellbinding view of the expansive city and countryside,

7.
MINECRAFT
GENRE
SANDBOX / SURVIVAL

Minecraft is the exemplification of creativity. Having been released in 2011, it is still the numero uno of gaming culture. Minecraft is the best-selling video
game of all time and is considered to be one of the most influential of all time as well. Players begin the game with absolutely nothing and have to advance by
crafting items from “blocks” of literally every material in existence which can be found in a variety of biomes ranging from deserts to jungles to snowfields;
and there are uncountable things that can be built. You have to survive from hostile creatures and hunger as well. And that’s just the ‘Survival Mode’. ‘Creative
Mode’ lets you reach the zenith of your inventiveness. With the enchanting Minecraft music playing, build a cozy small cottage or a majestic castle or even a
working computer, the only possible limit in Minecraft is your imagination.
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8.
CALL OF DUTY WORLD WAR II
GENRE
FIRST-PERSON SHOOTER

Whether it be crawling across the trenches in the Normandy D-Day landings or fighting tooth and nail in the Liberation of Paris, Call of Duty: World War
II gives you an immersive experience of the second World War. Picture this–you’re actually a part of World War 2. You play on the side of the Allied Forces.
The game is centred around a squad in the 1st Infantry Division of the United States Army and you play as Phil. Army C.O. S Ronald “Red” Daniels. As you
advance through the actual World War 2 missions, you are greeted to the magnificent array of the mid-20th century weapons, however obviously without
high-tech scopes and sights, which means the game relies mostly on the teamwork of the squad. Whether it be the concentration camps, or the reflection of
gunshots on the glass pane of a Parisian Patisserie, the game is a perfect underlining of history and the world war.

9.
DEATH STRANDING
GENRE
ACTION ROLE-PLAYING

Death Stranding is an embodiment of the genius of Hideo Kojima. The game, which has a star-studded cast, takes place in a post-apocalyptic United States.
You play as Sam Porter Bridges, a courier for a company known as ‘Bridges’, who is tasked with delivering supply cargo to various isolated cities, researchers
and survivalists. However, doing that isn’t as simple as it sounds. You have to use resources to pave your way, figuratively and sometimes literally, whilst
battling hostile otherworldly creatures. The game is alluringly complicated and massively science fiction, yet it has a natural connection – the landscape of
Death Stranding is staggering in scale and rich in detail. It is simply beautiful. Bridges is rooted in the motto on rebuilding communities, which gives the game
a sense of nobility and the pioneering spirit of finding out what is over the next hill.

10.
DARK SOULS III
GENRE
ACTION

The last in the remarkable Souls series developed by the Japanese video game development company, FromSoftware, Dark Souls III is a worthy and fitting
conclusion to the series. Set in the magnificent Kingdom of Lothric, the game has an impressively rich lore and an exceptional attention to detail. You are
bound to be left awestruck by the beauty of the architecture in the Kingdom of Lothric. You are equipped with a variety of spiffing weapons and brilliantly
tailored “Weapons Arts”, which are vicious new moves adding variety and style to an already strong combat system. There’s literally too much in Dark Souls
III to be summarized. The game is reviewed by many as having a difficult gameplay; but that is exactly what adds to the brilliance of Dark Souls III.
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Apps
Galore !

The COVID-19 pandemic has completely put our life as we know it into
a state of disarray. With so much time at home, it is obvious that many
of us are helpless and have no idea how to pass the time. By now, most
of us are sick of browsing through our social media, watching videos
on YouTube or watching new televison series on Netflix. So we bring
you a list of interesting websites and apps where you can explore your
interests and spend your time at home learning new skills and hobbies.

1.

5.

Adobe

Wix
With more than 150 million users globally, Wix allows its users to create websites
for all purposes – personal blog, business and corporate website, portfolios,
photography and design blogs, you name it. They provide its users with a variety
of templates to choose from, but that’s not all. With the Wix Editor and ADI, you
can design your website to your liking and you don’t need any prior knowledge
of website designing. They offer reasonable subscription rates and also allow
its users to buy domains or connect a pre-existing. Visit www.wix.com to start
designing your own website today.

The creator of professional softwares like PhotoShop, InDesign and PremierPro,
Adobe provides free tutorials on how to use all their products in its own website.
The videos range from 3-5 mins each, where you can learn the basics of using
the various tools available and how to incorporate creative ideas into designs.
They also provide you with the files that you see your instructor use in the video
for download, allowing you to follow the exact steps.
Visit https://helpx.adobe.com/support.all.html to start learning today!

2.

6.

Masterclass

Snapseed
If you’re looking for Photoshop-like photography app, then Snapseed is the
app to download. Developed by Google, this app is known for its ability to
edit RAW images as well. As smartphones now are capable of shooting RAW
images, editing them properly in a good editing app is also essential. Though it
doesn’t have all of Photoshop’s features and functionalities, most of its controls
and process of editing are closely alike. Just like you’d expect, this free photo
editing app comes with a range of preset filters. However, unlike most apps,
you can edit these filters and even create your own from scratch. If you are an
avid photographer, you probably should visit Play Store or the App Store and
download Snapseed right now!

This may as well be the most expensive one on the list, but if you are serious to
learn, its worth the money. Their pitch is very simple – famous people teach you
about the thing that made them famous. Members get access to instructional
videos and lectures by award-winning instructors. Students could also interact
with each other or their star instructor. Learning filmaking and acting from Martin
Scorcese and Samuel L. Jackson, music from Usher and deadmau5, writing
from Dan Brown and RL Stine, culinary from Gordon Ramsay and Massimo
Bottura – Masterclass has it all. You can download the app on Google Playstore
and Apple App Store.

7.
3.

Khan Academy

Duolingo

- Khan Academy is the non-profit brainchild of Salman Khan (no, NOT the actor)
and is one of the best learning apps available. What’s different about the Khan
Academy app when comparing it to services like Udemy or Lynda, is that all its
courses are offered 100% for free. Like, literally. You can take as many of Khan
Academy’s professionally taught courses at absolutely zero cost to you. Most of
the organization’s classes focus on more “academic” subjects, such as math,
science, and the humanities, though there are some great courses in computer
science, too. Get the mobile app from Google Play Store or Apple’s App Store
and start learning today.

One of the most popular language learning apps in the world, Duolingo offers
creative and entertaining ways to learn the basics of a language. The best part –
its completely free to use and you don’t have to worry about hidden costs either.
Its strength lies in the way it presents its material. You will learn how tosay basic
words and sentences with the native speakers of the language. The app listens
to you speak to learn how you are progressing. It also makes use of spaced
repetition to strentgthen your learning. You can download the app on Google
Playstore and Apple App Store.

8.
4.

Yousician

InShorts

For getting a good hang of music, I would recommend you to get started with
Yousician. The app covers several notable aspects including piano, guitar,
ukulele, bass, and singing and can work as a music teacher in helping you
master the tricks of the trade. Probably the best part about this app is the ability
to let users play thousands of songs on the real instruments. And with instant
feedback on the accuracy and timing, it keeps you on track. The app features
step-by-step video tutorials by expert music teachers so that you can learn at
your own pace. Whether you are a beginner, intermediate or already into the
advanced stage of learning, it can prove to be quite helpful to you. It also allows
you to challenge your friend in weekly challenges to bring fun into learning. It is
available for download from both Google Play Store and App Store.

Inshorts is a news app that selects latest and best news from multiple national
and international sources and summarises them to present in a short and crisp
60 words or less format, personalized for you, in both, English or Hindi. All
summarised stories contain only headlines and facts, no opinions, to help you
stay informed of the current affairs. Whether it’s the latest government policies or
shakeups in bollywood, it has it all covered. A must-have for all the quizzers. It is
available for download from Google Play Store and Apple’s App Store.
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V

Obituary

V

Letter issued by Superior General Rev. Fr Arturo Sosa, SJ to the whole society
Dear Brothers,
With sorrow, but at the same time full of gratitude, I wish to inform you that today, May 20th, in Tokyo, the Lord called to Himself
Father Adolfo Nicolás, our former Superior General.
Father Nicolás, affectionately called “Adolfo” by many of us and “Nico” by the Jesuits of Asia Pacific, was born in Palencia (Spain) on
29 April 1936. He entered the Society on 14 September 1953 and was ordained a priest on 17 March 1967. As a scholastic he was sent to the
mission of Japan, where, among other things, he was professor of theology, rector of scholastics and provincial, later dedicating himself to social
work with immigrants in Tokyo. For ten years he lived in the Philippines, serving as director of the East Asia Pastoral Institute (EAPI) and as
president of the Conference of Provincials of East Asia and Oceania. After presenting his resignation as General of the Society, he was a spiritual
director at EAPI and in the Arrupe International Residence in Manila.
Father Nicolás was elected Superior General by the 35th General Congregation on 19 January 2008. Eight years later, on 3 October
2016, General Congregation 36 accepted his resignation. On that occasion, representing the members of the Congregation and in the name of
the Society, Father Federico Lombardi addressed Father Nicolás with heartfelt words of gratitude for his generous service as Superior General. I
invite you to reread that tribute, included among the documents of GC 36. It captures in exemplary fashion the personal style with which Father
Nicolás exercised authority -- always full of warmth, goodness, and joy -- as well as his innumerable contributions, as Superior General, to the
progress of the Society and of the Church. As Father Lombardi said, we will never forget two words that Father Nicolás repeated constantly and
that inspired us in the renewal of the Society: “universality” (of our vocation and our mission) and “depth” (spiritual and intellectual, for the sake
of our mission).
The best way to remember Father Adolfo Nicolás may be with a brief prayer, written in his own hand in Italian after an eight-day retreat
with his General Council in 2011, Exercises that I had the privilege to accompany. Many months after those Exercises, some meetings of the
Council began with this prayer, which arose from the personal meditation of Father Nicolás on the miraculous catch of fish narrated by Saint John
in chapter 21. It is an excellent synthesis of his person and of his spirituality. The original version of the prayer is this:
Lord Jesus,
What weaknesses did you see in us that made you decide to call us, in spite of everything, to collaborate in your mission? We give you thanks
for having called us, and we beg you not to forget your promise to be with us to the end of time. Frequently we are invaded by the feeling of
having worked all night in vain, forgetting, perhaps, that you are with us.
We ask that you make yourself present in our lives and in our work, today, tomorrow, and in the future yet to come.
Fill with your love these lives of ours, which we put at your service.
Take from our hearts the egoism of thinking about what is “ours,” what is “mine”, always excluding, lacking compassion and joy.
Enlighten our minds and our hearts, and do not forget to make us smile when things do not go as we wished.
At the end of the day, of each one of our days, make us feel more united with you and better able to perceive and discover around us greater joy
and greater hope.
We ask all this from our reality. We are weak and sinful men, but we are your friends.
Amen.
Reading this prayer reveals the true Adolfo: a wise, humble, and free man; totally and generously given to service; moved by those who
suffer in the world, but at the same time overflowing with hope drawn from his faith in the Risen Lord; an excellent friend, who loved to laugh
and to make others laugh; a man of the Gospel. It is a blessing to have known him. As we pray for his eternal happiness with the Lord, whom he
served so well, was ask to be able ourselves to continue serving the mission as he did, with goodness, generosity, and joy.

V
Fraternally,

V
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Q

1. ‘We Think Digital’ is a digital literacy program of which group or
technological company?
2. What is the official name of the coronavirus outbreak from China as per
the World Health Organisation?

10

4. American Factory, which won the Oscar for the best feature length
documentary was produced by which famous American personality?
5. In which state was the Jalsathi programme launched which aims to
provide safe drinking water?

compiled by Mr Loveson C. Moyon
We present to you a set of thrilling
questions to rattle your brains and
awaken the curiousity in you.
Here are a set of mind-boggling
questions. Let’s see who answers them
all.
Happy quizzing!

3. Rishi Sunak recently became the first Indian origin finance minister of
which country?

6. Mysore Paints and Varnishes is the sole manufacture of a product that
lubricate Indian democracy. What is it?
7. This illness caused by Trypanosoma Protozoa is the one was once called
the African Lethargy or Gambian fever. Name the disease.
8. Which Hollywood actor can fly a Lear jet, a Gulfstream, a Boeing 747
and Boeing 707 among others?
9. Who received the Sahitya Academy award for English in 2019 for the
book “An Era of Darkness”.
10. In which play of William Shakespeare can one find the character of
Touchstone?

Answers to Issue 6 questions: 1. The Valley of Flower, near Badrinath | 2. Thanjavur Maharaja Serfoji’s Sarawswathi Mahal Library, established by the Nayak Kings of Tanjvur
| 3. Callisto, meaning ‘The most beautiful’ | 4. Leo | 5. Prativindhy (Yudhistir), Shatanika (Nakul), Shrutsom (Bhim), Shrutsen (Arjun) and
Shrutkarma (Sahdev) | 6. Panchajanya (Lord Krishna), Anantavijay (Yudhistira), Paundra (Bheem), Devdutta (Arjun), Manipushpak (Sahdev),
Sughosh (Nakul) | 7. Irrfan Khan; Ganga ki Saugandh (1978, d Sultan Ahmed; Amitabh, Rekha) and Jal Mahal (1980, d Raghunath Jalani;
Jeetendra, Rekha) | 8. Irrfan Khan, Spiderman’s dad in The Amazing Spiderman (2012) | 9. The Tibetan government in exile | 10. The numerator
and denominator in a fraction.
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